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Bridge House students, Coco Beatham, Eleanor
Schoeman, Jemima Lyne, Razeena Bray and
Trinity Ethelston, accompanied by Mrs Watson,
attended the Round Square, Year 14 to 15 Africa
Region Conference at Stanford Lake College in
the beautiful Magoebaskloof in Limpopo. There
were 80 delegates and staff present at the
Conference. 

Stanford Lake is on a hill overlooking a dam and is
well known for its adventure centre and outdoor
activities. The group participated in an opening
ceremony where we added our flag to those from
ten other South African Schools and one from
Germany. Drumming and a fire eater added to
the ambience on this auspicious occasion.  

On the first day, the delegates had a morning of
ice breakers while the staff attended a discussion
on the Round Square Discovery Framework, led by
Craig Carolan the Regional director of Round
Square. We listened to motivational guest
speaker, Peter van Kets, who inspired us with tales
of his extreme adventures. His talk was followed
by a reflective baraza (student discussion) led by
the Grade 11 pupils from Stanford Lake. That night,
there was a hike to our supper venue and  after
delicious pizzas we returned to the boarding
houses for a much-needed shower and bed. 

 
The following day we began rotations of ziplining over the beautiful falls and gorges; community service, where
we painted a school and interacted with the pupils and an adventure racing activity on the Stanford Lake
campus. Evenings were filled with a talent show, a silent disco, networking, making friends and exchanging
photographs and ideas. 

 

Africa Region Round Square Conference



What an amazing time we had. We made lifelong friends; we grew as people; we “broke the chains that bind us”
(Kurt Kahn) and we were set free to celebrate one another, using the magic Round Square formula. Thank you,
Stanford Lake and Round Square! This was a truly unforgettable experience. 
Mrs Debbie Watson



Nokukhanya Mncwabe shared her journey with us,
which has taken her from her rural upbringing to
being the co-founder and CEP of Matawi Mead
Collection, a pan-African beverage brand that
blends centuries of tradition with contemporary and
sustainable production. She mentioned how a few
significant moments in her life, and especially
certain childhood experiences still have a strong
influence on her thinking today. She shared how a
teacher’s response to a delicate situation and the
choice the teacher had to make - either she could
deal with the matter with stark confrontation or she
could choose to make it an intentional learning
experience - were pivotal. The teacher chose the
latter response, and that has defined Nokukhanya’s
way of dealing with tricky situations. 

Andrew Jones
College Deputy: Sport, Boarding and Wider Curriculum

Making sense of our
ecosystem

In an age that seems to be more and more
dominated by “cancel culture”, and how this
approach of spontaneous disruptions leaves little
room for forgiveness and learning lessons, it really is
important that we proactively place our focus and
energies in creating intentional learning experiences.

She also encouraged us to always try to make
sense of our own or any other ecosystem by
entering it with humility, and instead of asking how
can I benefit from this to rephrasing it to what can I
contribute or what small skill can I impart? And, all
of this should be shaped by trusting yourself and
listening deeply. Collectively, these are very
important building blocks when it comes to
character development.

 

In one of the breakaway sessions, I also had the
privilege of listening to Paul Bushell, author, and
psychologist. (Allow me to mention that I taught Paul
many years ago when I began my teaching career in
KZN.) Paul made the point that all of us (including our
students/children) have two superpowers. These two
superpowers are awareness and choice. He reminded
us of the need to tap into the power of metacognition
(the process of thinking about one's own thinking and
learning), and encouraged us all to use this in our own
lives but also to engage in regular conversations with
our students about this. By practising this, our choices
become so much more informed and also aligned with
what we stand for and regard as acceptable. Paul also
encouraged us to remind ourselves that self-doubt or
“the voices in our heads” are often not our own voices.
He stated that we can place so much focus on what
others think or we think others think about us, that we
need to break the pattern, and start becoming more
aware of thinking and owning that process.

 

"These often break the momentum of the
escalating thoughts and feelings, so that we can

make better choices."
https://www.bushell.co.za/2021/10/how-mindfulness-

affects-the-brain/

These few short paragraphs cannot do Nokukhanya’s
and Paul’s talks justice, but I do hope that something
within these lines has made you pause and think about
the small changes that could allow you to make sense
of your ecosystem; and hopefully some subtle shifts
can also allow all of us to be a part of more intentional
learning experiences.

Having had the mid-term
break to reflect a bit more
on the Deputy Heads’
Conference that we
hosted last week (as Mr
Wells alluded to in last
week’s newsletter) I would
like to share a few
meaningful take-outs,
which served as a timely
reminder for me on how
we can be more
intentional in our thinking
in order to work to an
improved outcome. 



Geography Field Trip 
At last our Geographers got back into the field where real learning takes place! Ms Greener
and Mr Pellow-Jarman took the Grade 12s to the Cape Town CBD, Signal Hill and District Six.
This was to study urban settlement and to experience theory in action. The students learnt
about the morphology of the Cape Town City Centre, information that will help them give
informed answers to questions set in the exams throughout the year.



Tourism and Hospitality
Elective 
This week, the Tourism and Hospitality Elective
group visited the famous Pigcasso at the Farm
Sanctuary in Franschhoek. What an experience!
The team at Pigcasso shared the most
interesting facts and stories about the farm. The
highlight of the day was feeding the animals.
After visiting the farm the girls definitely had an
extra oink in their step!



Building Pink See-Saws into The Curriculum

“Before I built a wall, I'd ask to know what I was walling in or walling out.” 
 Robert Frost

In Robert Frost’s opening line of Mending Wall, he describes a nebulous force that resists the presence
of a wall between neighbours. He says “[s]omething there […] doesn't love a wall.” For Frost, a border
is an unnatural boundary that divides a space that would otherwise have organic fluidity. The poem
details how walls are an unfortunate hindrance: often getting in the way of every-day human activities,
like hunting or walking distances with friends. More than this, there is also a physical cost in rebuilding
the wall each year: “We wear our fingers rough” by maintaining the border. There is a toll in preserving
the arbitrary structure that is felt on the tips of our fingers and deeper within ourselves. Not only is
building a wall physically taxing for Frost, it, too, seems pointless. The neighbours are different men but
there is no threat in their difference: “He is all pine and I am apple orchard.” There are also no cows to
trespass and graze unencumbered, so he enquires to his neighbour, why not merge their territories?

However, his neighbour insists upon rebuilding the wall, claiming the old adage, “good walls make for
good neighbours.” Another version of this is something that all introverts secretly know, and something
that Jean-Paul Sartre verbalised well: 

 “Hell is people .” 
 
 What is commonly misunderstood about Sartre’s sardonic declaration, however, is not that people are

evil and one should shut oneself off from society, but rather that, through others’ gaze, we see
ourselves reflected, and are, therefore, often trapped in the claustrophobic judgement of our peers. “I
am put in the position of passing judgment on myself as on an object, for it is as an object that I appear
to the Other ." For Sartre, judgement is hellishly confining. Interestingly, it is the walls that people put
up to protect themselves because of their judgement of others that ultimately cause the most damage. 

The only good thing about rebuilding the boundary wall with his neighbour each year, was that our
speaker realised that he loved slotting in the smooth, loaf-like stones that had tumbled down together.
There is beautiful irony here: the act of rebuilding the wall is a community exercise: one of dialogue, of
debate, of repair. Frost is declaring that it is not the wall that makes for amenable relations, but rather
the act of rebuilding with another person, despite their differences. 

While the neighbour remains unconvinced and asserts his father’s way of historical segregation, the
speaker has had an epiphany. When he says that “something doesn’t love a wall,” he is not referring to
frost or wind or rain, but rather humans’ innate empathy for one another, and a yearning to see and to
be seen by a friend. For the speaker, there is no value in enclosing individuals within, and keeping
difference out, even if it has been done by our forefathers. In future, he will do things differently:
“[b]efore I built a wall I'd ask to know/ What I was walling in or walling out.” 

 
 
 

   Huis Clos (No Exit) Sartre, Jean-Paul, 1944
   Being and Nothingness, Sartre, Jean-Paul, Éditions Gallimard, Philosophical Library, 1943

_________________________
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https://www.google.com/search?safe=active&rlz=1C1GCEU_enZA832ZA832&q=Philosophical+Library&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MEyyKC5S4gIxzYtNC4xzteSzk630k_Lzs_XLizJLSlLz4svzi7KtCkqTcjKLM1KLFrGKBmRk5uQX5xdkZCYn5ij4ZCYVJRZV7mBlBAAc5FTuVQAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjQrfDMnvbvAhVHZcAKHR53DQEQmxMoAjAxegQINBAE


As an English teacher, I love a good metaphor. The other day, I read an article about the subversive
brilliance of art at the Mexico/USA border. What started as Trump’s divisive and racist separation of
nations has been transformed by a series of bright pink see-saws, to the delight of American and
Mexican children, alike.

(Photograph: Luis Torres/AFP/Getty Images)
 

In a project entitled, The Teeter-Totter Wall, children were united by the wall, despite the wall. It got me
thinking about the way the English literary canon can also be restrictive and boundaried, enclosing
some writing within it and walling other writing out. 

Italian literary historian, Franco Moretti, offers us a bewildering statistic: if we set today’s canon of
nineteenth-century British novels at two hundred titles, they would still only be about 0.5 percent of all
published novels[3]. Moretti uses the metaphor of a tree to describe a novel’s popularity and ultimate
position within the top-most branches of the canon, where 99.5% of other texts remain on “dead
branches,” neglected and forgotten. In an article entitled, The Way Children Are Taught to Read
Hampers Their Path to Success[4], writers Glynis Lloyd and Soraya Abdulatief argue that the curriculum
selections hold unwritten power. They believe the reality depicted in the narrow selection of novels
becomes “naturalised, which means we come to see [the canon] as representative of the standard''
(Lloyd and Abdulatief, 2019: 1). Similarly, Toni Morrison argues that “cultural identities are formed and
informed by a nation’s literature[5].” To ask Frost’s question again, what are we losing by walling
ourselves in too strictly by what we read and teach, and, more importantly, by what we don’t read and
don’t teach? How often do we celebrate the pine trees as well as the apple orchards? How can we find
pink seesaws in our literature selection at school?

[3] Moretti, Franco. Distanced Reading. United Kingdom: Verso Books, 2000
[4] Lloyd, G & Abdulatief, S. The Way Children Are Taught to Read Hampers Their Path to Success, 2019
[5] Morrison, Toni. Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992.

 

____________________________



Global citizenship (and the removal of literary walls) relies on the teaching and construction of a system
(and, at the most basic level, a curriculum) in which individuals are taught to be sensitive and receptive
to one another. This does not mean rejecting the existing literary canon or replacing it with another
prescriptive list, but rather opening the learning system for opportunities for further intertextual
exploration. This can only happen if we reject the ‘close reading’ dictum of our forefathers and allow the
boulders of tradition to crumble. Moretti suggests the ‘distanced reading’ method which means reading
widely beyond the confines of our canon. Reading and literary study can be a polyphonic journey where
we find the pink seesaws across geographical bounds, time, race, politics, and language. If we allow
students to identify poetry, short stories, and novels that they rejoice in, and ask them to find the
parallels to our setworks, how much richer will they be? Perhaps we could encourage student agency
by allowing them to choose from a range of novels in order to buy into their own education. As
educators, we could construct the pink see-saws within our curricula and stretch the boundaries of
human experience. 

 
For example, Sindiwe Magona’s collection of short stories Living, Loving and Lying Awake at Night could
be explored in conjunction with Kathryn Stockett’s, The Help, as both interrogate the dual oppression of
women, despite the difference of place and time. Tsitsi Dangarembga’s Nervous Conditions could be
paired with Anna Burns’, The Milkman in order to uncover the dawning agency of female adolescence in
times of political strife. Absolution by Patrick Flanery could be read in relation to David’s Story by Zoë
Wicomb as both novels centre on the fallibility of memory and truth. As a challenge, students could pair
any poem by Carol Ann Duffy and link its message of isolation and alienation to the protagonist in Fight
Club. The thing about taking down the walls of the canon, and building new borders of meaning
elsewhere, is that beauty is derived through the conversation. Like the speaker and the neighbour in
Mending Wall, the joy was found in making eye-contact over the boundary and sharing ideas. 

At Bridge House, we are interested in constructing a curriculum that redefines the walls in literature
and celebrate the agency of our students by giving them choice in what they read. Without this fluidity
of engagement, not only with the literature but with the process of learning itself, “individuals cannot be
truly human” (Freire, 2005: 72).

 
Ms Chelsea van Lieshout
Head of College English









Ball Skills in the Pre-Primary
Playing with balls improves children's motor skills, hand-eye coordination and timing, which is
an important part of the developmental process. The skills children learn by playing with balls
will also be important once they graduate to collaborative and competitive play.

 



Grade 1
Did you know - Tuesday 22 February was both a
palindrome and an ambigram? It read the
same from left to right, from right to left, and
upside down! Grade 1s had a terrific Two's day
Tuesday celebrating this special day.



Deep Space Explorers
After a lesson in Deep Space Communication, “The Space Explorers club” practised their
ability to communicate simple tasks with a partner, by working together to build the same
Lego constructions across Google Meet. It proved much more challenging than anyone had
thought!

 



The joy of learning
The Grade 1s learnt about ordinal numbers with toy car races.

 



Prep Athletics
Central Boland Athletics Championships
Last weekend, 25 Bridge House Prep athletes took part in the Central Boland Athletics
Championships. Thank you to all the parents for being there and supporting your children.
There was a lovely atmosphere under the Bridge House gazebo and the athletes made us
very proud. Well done to each and every athlete!

Sport and Lifestyle is one of Bridge House's Seven Bridges

Results:
Sasha Hester: u11 Girls Shot Put - 8th

JD Fourie:  u12 Boys Discus  -  4th
                   u12 Boys Shot Put -  2nd

Milan Kruger:  u11 Girls 1200m - 3rd
                       u11 Long Jump  -  7th

Olivia Fenner: u11 Girls High Jump  -  3rd

Maxi Roggenbach: u11 Girls High jump  -  8th

Nsovo Mayise:  u10 Girls Shot Put  -  7th

Lucy Henderson:  u12 Girls High Jump  -  3rd

Sadie Harris:  u12 Girls Hgh Jump  -  5th

Gretha Graaff:  u13 Girls High Jump  -  7th

Eli Goliath: u11 Boys High Jump  -  4th



Swimming
Paarl Boys Senior Primary Relay Gala

On Thursday, some of our swimmers took part in the Paarl Boys Senior Primary Relay gala.
They swam their hearts out and came home with the following results:

U10 Boys Freestyle Relay - 4th
U10 Boys Breastroke Relay - 4th
U10 Boys Butterfly - 4th
U11 Girls Medley Relay - 1st
U11 Girls Freestyle Relay - 2nd
U11 Girls Breastroke Relay - 2nd
U11 Boys Butterfly - 3rd
U11 Boys Medley Relay - 4th
U12 Boys Medley Relay - 2nd
Boys Ladder Relay - 4th

A huge congratulations goes to all our swimmers who took part. You flew the Bridge House
flag high.



Horse Riding
Good luck to the following horse riders who will be taking part in the first SANESA qualifier in
Stellenbosch this weekend: Alessia Dowle, Hannah Pearce, Kate Rawson, Khloe Rawson,
Myrthe Mellema, Rylee Gradwell, Sarah Dippnall, Sophia Malan, Vittoria Maniora and Hiro
Holden-Manz.  We wish you and your horses a successful show!

Our U12 Cricket team played on Tuesday 22 February against GDGC XI. The visiting team
batted first and scored 96 in 20 overs. Maxwell Lorentz took 2 wickets and both Jo du Plessis
and Lewis van Hoof took 1 wicket each. It was a very exciting game, with Bridge House scoring
the winning runs in the second last over. Reuben Grobler top-scored with 28 runs.

 

Cricket
U11 and U13 vs Wellington Prep on Wednesday, 16 February 2022 - both teams won
comfortably.  In the U13 match, Nicholas Green scored 38 runs and Noah Taylor an
aggressive 20 runs off 5 balls. Our bowlers did well - Maxwell Lorentz, Joe van Heerden,
Christopher Reid and Matteo Pirouz - all took 2 wickets. Congratulations to Joe Van Heerden
who was appointed as captain for the season and Lurique Samuels who was appointed vice
captain. 



Upcoming Events

Cricket
Monday, 28 February:          U13A vs Eiekstad at Bridge House
Wednesday, 2 March:          U13 A vs Durbanville Primary at Bridge House
                                             U11A vs Pniel Primary at Pniel Sport Grounds
Friday, 4 March:                    U12 vs Wes Eind Primary at Groot Draak GC
Saturday, 5 March:               Bridge House Mini Cricket Festival at Bridge House

Swimming
Thursday, 3 March:              Rhenish Primary Gala at Rhenish Primary

Athletics
Saturday, 5 March:              Boland Athletics Championship at Dal Josaphat

Cricket
Well done to Lurique Samuels who took five wickets playing for
the College U15 Cricket Team!



Sport and Lifestyle is one of Bridge House's Seven Bridges

College Sport
Triathlon
Congratulations to Nicara and Xander Diedericks who competed in their first sprint triathlon
in Langebaan last weekend. Their results were as follows:
Nicara 2nd Girls 18 - 19 category 1:49:07
Xander 7th Boys 16-17 category 1:53:53

Equestrian
All the best to Josephine Matthysen, Jessica and Sarah Pethick who will participate in the first
SANESA qualifier of the season this weekend.

Cricket
Boys U19 vs Labori - Thursday 24 February
Bridge House were put into the field after Laborie managed a total of 115. Our openers,
Benjamin Dippnall and Jack Wells, got the side off to a good start in the chase, but it was
entry of Liam Daniels, the humble captain on the day, who put the Laborie bowlers to the
sword, scoring 44 off just 17 balls (he had 1 dot ball in that score!) With a slight collapse after
the dismissal of the captain off good bowling from the Laborie players, Bridge House's hopes
were in the hands of two Grade 8s, Christopher Greenway and Joshua Hendricks. The two
juniors showed tenacity, heart and ultimately a competitive spirit as the two of them hit up
the remaining 27 runs for the team. Christopher Greenway cut the strike bowler of Laborie for
a boundary to win the game. 

Laborie 115/10; Bridge House 117/8; Bridge House wins by 2 wickets.

College Fixtures for the week ahead
Friday 25 February  
Water Polo girls vs Herzlia (away)
Water Polo boys vs Camps Bay (home)

Monday 28 February 
Tennis boys U19 vs Huguenot (away)
Water Polo boys vs Paarl Boys High (home)

Thursday 3 March  
Swimming Boland Relay Gala at Worcester Gymnasium
Cricket Boys U15 vs Labori (away)
Cricket Boys U19 vs Labori (home)



Thank you
We would like to thank the exhibitors at the
Deputy Head's Conference: Lead4Life; Karri;
e-Prints; 3P Learning; Susan C Bentley; Optimi
home and Optimi classroom; ITSI, Engage 
 and KCSA. Thank you to Banhoek Chilli Oil for
the donation for the goody bags. Your
sponsorship and displays for our delegates
were greatly appreciated. 

 



Thank you to Banhoek Chilli Oil for the generous donation of Chilli Oil for the Goody
Bags at the Deputy Heads' Conference.



Notices
60 Minutes with the Heads Meeting 
Please note that no agenda items were received and the meeting on
Monday has been cancelled. There will be another opportunity next
term.








